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Abstract 
We draw a parallel between Malcev completions of fundamental groups of generic classical link 
complements and closed oriented 3-manifolds with odd first Betti number. We view them as 
extensions of Q by completions of surface groups. Deformation theory and Lie algebra 
techniques are used to produce efficient algorithms for a restricted isomorphism problem for 
such extensions. Explicity formulae and recipes are worked out. 
Introduction 
What amount of homotopical information is contained in the cohomology algebra 
of a connected space S? If H*(S; Q) is special enough (and S is l-connected) then it is 
rigid, i.e. contains all the rational information (see e.g. [6, 9, 16, 173). In general, 
deformation theory provides an algebraic description of rational homotopy types 
with prescribed cohomology algebra H*, of the form V/3’, where 9 is an algebraic 
group acting on a variety of structure constants V. The structure of this quotient is in 
general rather complicated. 
For low-dimensional commutative graded algebras (H > 3 = 0) it is natural to focus 
on invariants related to the Malcev completion of the fundamental group, 7t1S @ Q. 
For these algebras our program, begun in [2], is to emphasize the fact that, for the 
generic algebra H, one has a similar moduli space for marked fundamental groups, 
whose structure can be very easily handled. This leads in particular to both rigidity 
phenomena and decision algorithms. 
Any connected algebra H has infinitesimal homotopy groups n:H, n 2 1. The 
infinitesimal fundamental group 7~7 H is a graded Lie algebra (easy to be described by 
using only the structures of H* in dimensions 1 and 2, see the next section) and z,* H is 
a graded rc? H-module, for n 2 2 [9]. The main result of [2] dealt with rigidity: if 
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dim S I 3 and H* S is generic then gr* rci S 0 Q = 7~; H (and a similar integral 
version). 
This enables one to compute the graded Lie algebra gr*nl S associated to the lower 
central series, but also prevents its use as a sensitive invariant. 
From this point of view the present paper could be regarded as [2], part II. (Note 
however that it is quite independent of [2].) It is devoted to a natural complementary 
result: in the same framework as above, one may associate to S invariants in such 
a way that the marked isomorphism problem for rrl(-) @ Q becomes decidable, by 
a very simple algorithm. A very general form of this algorithm is described in 
Proposition 1.1. It may be applied to various invariants associated to marked spaces 
S (i.e. spaces equipped with a distinguished homology basis), see e.g. in Section 5 our 
favorite marked examples: complements of (generic) classical links, for which our 
method thus provides isotopy (even concordance) invariants, see also [14]. 
Consider a graded Lie algebra L*, with certain homological properties, described in 
(4.1) and (4.2) (for example L = 71~ H, where H = Q-cohomology of a closed connected 
surface, see Example 4.3). Our main result is the following. 
Theorem. (i) Generically, low-dimensional algebras H are L-fibered over the circle (i.e. 
rcl H is the semidirect product of L with afree Lie algebra on one generator) and aspheric 
(i.e. n,H = 0, any n > l), with L as above. 
(ii) For any algebra H, aspheric and L-fibered (where (4.1) and (4.2) hold for L) the 
moduli space of marked isomorphism types of Q-fundamental groups rtlS @I Q with 
H*(S; Q) = H* (where H1(rtlS 0 Q) naturally inherits a marking from H,(S; Q)) 
equals the set of conjugacy classes of strictly filtration increasing continuous outer 
derivations of the complete Lie algebra L (obviouslyfiltered by the degrees of L*) with 
fixed degree-one part, with respect to unipotent filtered Lie automorphisms of L. 
(iii) The decision algorithm 1.1 is available for the conjugacy problem, both for L and 
all its truncations L/L ‘n. The truncated algorithm is inductive,jnite and involves only 
linear algebra. 
(iv) For any given n, the derivations associated to two marked spaces are conjugate as 
in (ii), when viewed a derivations of L/L ’ “, tfand only if the Malcev completions of the 
corresponding fundamental groups modulo (n + l)-fold commutators are isomorphic by 
an isomorphism which is compatible with the induced HI-markings. 
(Note that the asphericity of H*(S; Q) implies that rciS @ Q contains all the 
algebraic rational homotopy information available form S.) 
Formal definitions and generalities related to various marked moduli spaces are to 
be found in Section 1. 
The above stated results are proved in Section 4. Example 4.3 takes care of(i). Here 
we emphasize the crucial role played by L = x1 H, H = H* (closed surface), in 
connection with generic low-dimensional complexes. We also recall from [2] some 
interesting classes of generic examples, coming from links and 3-manifolds. Theorem 
4.4 contains the above (ii), while (iv) is covered by Theorem 4.5. Finally (iii) follows 
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from the general theory of Section 1, as explained in the remarks following Theorem 
4.5. At the end of the section one may also find a procedure for constructing the 
derivation corresponding to S out of an L-valued integrable connection on a de Rham 
algebra of S (Theorem 4.12) a la [3]. 
The fact that the homological conditions 4(2) and 4(l) are satisfied by the basic 
graded Lie algebras L* coming from closed surfaces is established in Proposition 2.5. 
Other results of Section 2 are used to obtain structural information on marked moduli 
spaces of fundamental groups associated to low-dimensional algebras (Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2) which are not necessarily generic. 
1. A decision algorithm for marked moduli spaces 
We begin by reviewing the relevant facts related to the deformation-theoretic 
framework we adopt here. The basic reference is [9], see also [6, 12, 171. All objects 
are defined over the ground field Q. 
Given a free bigraded differential algebra (bdga) (AZ:, d,), which is commutative 
with respect to the upper (strictly positive) degrees, whose generators are of finite type 
with respect to the lower (nonpositive) degrees and whose differential dr is of bidegree 
(2 :), one may first construct the differential bigraded Lie algebra (bdgl) of derivations, 
Der(,4Z) = oi,j EL Der$nZ), h w ere Derj denotes the upper degree-i graded algebra 
derivations which are also homogenous of lower degree j, the Lie algebra structure is 
given by the graded commutator of derivations and the differential is given by 
d = ad(dr). 
Define next the deformation bigraded deferential Lie subalgebra by reindexing 
E(/iZ,*, d,) = @ E$, where Ej = Der’(i+j,. 
i,jzO 
i+j>O 
(1.1) 
The variety of structure constants, “Y-, is constructed as follows 
V={(D=d,+p~Der’,,(/lZ),p=p,+p,+ . . ..p.EDer?J0*=0}. (1.2) 
The t&potent adjoint group @‘, consisting of all graded algebra automorphisms u of 
AZ* which are of the form u = 1 + ur + u2 + ... , where lower deg(ui) = - i, nat- 
urally acts on Y, by conjugation, giving thus rise to the marked moduli space -Y/??J. 
The main source of examples: finite-dimensional commutative graded algebras H*. 
By a resolution procedure, one may associate to H a bdga (ilZ2, d, ), called the 
bigraded model of H, which is uniquely determined by also requiring the existence of 
a bdga mode&q map p : (,4 Zg , d 1 ) + (Hz = Ho*, d = 0) inducing a homology isomor- 
phism, and the condition d,(Z) c A+Z. ,4+ Z (minimality), see [9]. 
Consider next marked dga’s, i.e commutative differential graded algebras (A*, d) 
together with a specified graded algebra isomorphism between H*(A, d) and H* 
(marking). For example (AZ*, D) is canonically marked, for any D E ?v, see [9]. Two 
marked dga’s have the same marked homotopy type if there is a chain of marked dga’s 
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connecting them, together with dga maps inducing homology isomorphisms which 
are compatible with the markings. The main result reads as follows. 
Theorem (Halperin and Stasheff [9]). For any marked dga (A*, d) there exists D E V, 
which is uniquely determined modulo G2 by requiring the existence of a dga map 
9 : (AZ*, D) + (A*, d) whose homological efSect on the classes represented by elements 
of Z, is compatible with the markings. Moreover, (A, d) and (A’, d’) have the same 
marked homotopy type if and only if the corresponding D and D’ are equal in VI%!. 
This gives an algebraically defined moduli space for marked homotopy types of 
dga’s with fixed cohomology algebra. On the topological side one may consider 
marked (connected) spaces S, whose marking is given by a specific algebra isomor- 
phism between H*(S; Q) and H*. Passing to the Sullivande Rham algebra (sZ,*, ds), 
whose cohomology equals H*(S; Q), see [16], one may thus associate to S an element 
Ds E V/9. The existence of a map S + S’ inducing a Q-homology isomorphism which 
is compatible with the markings implies that 0, and 52,, have the same marked 
homotopy type, whence the possibility of considering topological invariants lying in 
algebraic moduli spaces of the form V/$2. One noteworthy example, coming from 
low-dimensional topology, is provided by complements of classical (ordered and 
oriented) links, modulo (order and orientation preserving) isotopy (or even concord- 
ance), due to the existence of geometrically definable preferred bases for homology. 
Our encouraging observation is that these algebraic moduli spaces come naturally 
equipped with a$ltered decision algorithm. Here the unipotence of the group ?!X plays 
a crucial role. 
Our simplified data are: a strictly positively graded Lie algebra with grading (in 
short grlie - that is, there is a grading which is compatible with the Lie bracket, but 
there are no extra signs in the Lie identities), g*, and a graded $B.+-module A?+, 
assumed to be zero in large negative degrees. Passing to completions, A@ will be 
filtered by F,, = {p E 2 1 p = xi z ,,pi, pi E Ai} and the unipotent group exp @acts on 
i, preserving the filtration, by 
exp(q)p= C&(addk(p), forqE&ppi 
k>O 
(1.3) 
(where ad q(p) = Ci,jqipj is given by the g*-module structures of A’,). 
In the above deformation-theoretic framework we shall take: A” = Der ?,( AZ) and 
g,, = Der?,(AZ), for any II > 0 and notice (by simply using the bglie structure of 
Der,*) that &! = Der: 0 (AZ) and exp 6 acting on 2 via (1.3) is nothing else but 
Q acting by conjugation, as before (see e.g. [8]) hence V/a injects in i/exp g. 
Returning to the general setting, the decision algorithm goes as follows: given p, 
p’ ~2, assume u,p’ = p (mod F,J, for some U, Eexp 6 (we may start with compar- 
ing PX and PN, where N = min {n 1 A’,, # 0}) write then p - u,p’ E p., (mod F”+ i), 
with ~1, E&‘“,. Then we have the following. 
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Proposition 1.1. One has p’ E p (mod exp &) in i/F,,+ 1 if and only if there exists 
q E$ such that 
ad q(p) = 0 (mod F,J 
and 
adq(p)-pL,(modF,,+I) 
If this is the case, one has u,,+~P’ = p (mod F-n+l), with u,,+~ = exp(q)u,. 
(1.4) 
Proof. Replacing p’ by unp’, we may assume p’ s p(mod FJ. Assuming also 
exp(q)p’ E p(mod gn+ 1), we first inductively derive (1.4). We may thus safely also 
assume adq(p) = O(mod FJ, m < n (start by recalling that J%?* is bounded 
from below and 9.+ is positively graded). Expand exp(q)p’ according to (1.3) 
and use induction to see that exp(q)p’ = p + ad q(p) (modFm+ 1) whence 
adq(p) = 0(mod9m+1). The same kind of argument gives (mod 9,,+ 1) 
exp(q)p’ E exp(q)(p - ,un) = (p - p,,) + adq(p), which proves both (1.5) and the final 
assertion. 0 
Remarks. This has the virtue of being quite elementary: only linear algebra and book 
keeping of degrees are involved. On the other hand this algorithm is quite useful, since 
most marked moduli spaces arising in rational homotopy theory accomodate it, see 
the next sections and also [14]. It is also presumably known. (It is for example implicit 
in 17171.) We presented it in detail, for the reader’s convenience. 
Focusing on practical facts, let us go back to the bigraded model of a given algebra 
H, (A Z$ , d, ). It is easy to describe it in degree one, namely one knows that (/1 Z: , d 1 ) 
is just the Koszul construction of cochains on a certain grlie LB (also called the 
infinitesimal fundamental group of H, TcTH), i.e. Zj = vector space dual of L&+‘, for 
any II 2 0, and d, = dual of the Lie bracket. In turn Lj$ is a l-2 finitely presented grlie, 
describable as being generated by HI = dual of H’, with relations given by the 
elements in the image of the map dual to the algebra multiplication in low dimensions, 
,u: H’ AH’ -+ Hz, and grading induced by bracket length, that is L$ = il*H,/ideal 
(im( #p)), where U_ denotes free Lie algebras and # denotes vector space duals. For 
proofs, see e.g. [13]. One also knows that (AZ:, d,) represents the dga form of the 
Malcev completion of the fundamental group of the so-called formal space associated 
to H [S, 161. We are thus led to ignore higher upper degrees in the bigraded model and 
try to establish a deformation theory for the fundamental group (with fixed cohomol- 
ogy algebra of the space) in terms of the easily accessible (AZ:, d, ), for at least two 
good reasons: the Zk (i > 1) are hard to compute and have no topological interpreta- 
tion, in nonsimply connected situations. This necessitates the following definition. 
Definition 1.2. The algebra H is called l-graded intrinsically formal (l-grintf) if 
D(AZ’) c AZ1, for any D ET”-. 
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There is no conflict with our terminology in [ 131: if H is 1-grintf (as above) then the 
rational grlie associated to the lower central series of the fundamental group 
(r,,rci = commutators of length n, n 2 1) is rigid, that is, gr*z,S @ Q = Lg (as grlie), 
for any S with H*(S; Cl!) = H* (as graded algebras), see [13,2.2]. (In fact the rigidity of 
gr*zi (0 @ Q is equivalent with the above definition.) 
There are plenty of interesting 1-grintf examples. It is immediate to see that the 
vanishing of 2’ implies the 1-grint formality of H, by trivial degree reasons (see also 
[2, 1.4 and 2.41 for a weaker condition). Finally the vanishing of Z2 holds generically 
for certain classes of low-dimensional algebras, including the cohomology algebras of 
link complements and (closed oriented) 3-manifolds, see [2]. 
If H is 1-grintf one has the following commutative diagram, where the maps 
between various moduli spaces are induced by just restricting derivations to sub- 
alge-bras, as it readily follows from the definitions, 
where V(l)/%(l) (resp. V,,(l)/%!,(l)) corresponds to the bdga (AZ:, d,) (resp. 
(AZ’,,, d,)). Note that Proposition 1.1 is available throughout and also that dim_,@, 
and dim 9, are finite, in the case of (AZ\,,, d,). 
Theorem 1.3. Given two marked spaces, S and S’, R,(S) = R,(S’) if and only if the 
Malcev completions of their nilpotent quotients, (x1 S/T,,zrtI S) 0 62 and 
(%S’K,+, rciS’) @ Q, are isomorphic by an isomorphism which is compatible with the 
obviously induced markings at the level ofjirst homology groups. A similar result holds 
for R. 
Proof. We shall give only the proof for R (the other being virtually the same). Let 
D and D’ be the points of 9” corresponding to S (S’). The dga inclusion 
(AZ’, D) c (AZ*, D) is obviously isomorphic at the level of H1(-) and manic at the 
H2(-)-level, and similarly for D’. According to the general theory [S, 161 (AZ’, D) 
represents the dga form of n1 S @ Q, and similarly for S’. Dga isomorphisms 
u : (AZ’, D) -+ (AZ’, D’) correspond to group isomorphisms f: rciS’ @ Cl? + 
n,S @ Q, H’u being dual to H,f: One also knows that (/iZ1, D) and (AZ’, D’) carry 
natural filtrations and u is a filtered isomorphism. The n-stage filtrations are given by 
the sub-dgas (AZ’, n, D) and (AZ’, n, D’), which correspond to the Malcev comple- 
tions of (~L~/T,+~ xl) (-) (see [13, 1.101) consequently u must be of the form 
u0 + ul + --., hence we are left with showing that H,f= 1 iff u0 = 1. As is well 
known, gr *f(with respect to lower central series) corresponds by duality to gr* u (with 
respect to lower degree filtrations on Zk), see e.g. 113, 1.11. Therefore, H,f= 1 iff 
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gr’f= 1 iff gr*f= 1 iff gr*(u/Z’) = 1 iff u0 = 1 (by restriction to the Lie algebra 
generators of gr*rcr (-) @ Q and to the algebra generators of AZ’), and we are 
done. 0 
Remarks. Given a marked space S/dga(A*, d) what about the construction of 
R,(A, d), that is, of a dga of the form (AZ’,,, D,, = d, + psn) representing 
(n 1 v-n + 2 nlS) @ Cl? For n = 1, obviously R1(A, d) = (AZ’, ,, d,). Assuming 2’ = 0, 
one may carefully follow the proof of the existence part of the already quoted basic 
theorem of [9] to get the following: Having inductively constructed 
P<n : (nz’,“, D,,) + (A*, d), subject to all the above explained requirements, one first 
knows that R,_,(A, d) is represented by (AZ’,,, D <,,) and second one has an 
algorithm to extend these to similar data, qsn : (AZ’,,,, D <,J + (A*, d). 
Unfortunately the complications grow exponentially with ~1. Our aim in what 
follows is to eventually describe much simpler algorithms, valid for generic algebras, 
under certain low-dimensionality assumptions, which include the cases of links and 
3-manifolds. 
We close this section by introducing several bdglies, in connection with our basic 
Definition 1.2, which will be of great help in Section 3. Set then 
E={~EEIQ(AZ’)C~Z’}. (1.6) 
This is plainly a sub-bdglie of E = E(AZ$, d,) and the above definition gives the 
possibility to speak about R(estriction) to AZ’ and thus consider the following exact 
bdglie sequence 
O+E”-+E --%E(l) --+ 0 (1.7) 
where E(1) = E(AZ:, d,). The constructions make sense for the bigraded model of an 
arbitrary algebra H. 
2. Deformation cohomology 
Given a free bdga (AZ:, d,), as in the previous section, a basic problem of the 
general theory is the computation of the deformation cohomology, i.e. the homology 
groups H(E,*, A) of the deformation bdglie described in (1.1). 
For example one knows that the vanishing of H ‘, 1 E implies that the marked moduli 
space -Y/G reduces to a single point, represented by the unperturbed differential 
D = dl ([17], [9], [6], see also [12]) whereas the vanishing of HZ 2E implies that V/% 
is a quotient of I?‘, 1 E, i.e. the structure equation [d, + p, dl + p] = 0 described in 
(1.2) may be linearized to [d,, p] = 0 [17] according to the pattern of the classical 
results in [lS]. 
Given a graded algebra H, we shall consider, as before, the bigraded complex of 
derivations of its bigraded model, Der(A Zx, d,), and start by describing a new 
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bigraded complex, better suited for homology computations, namely the following 
Horn-complex, 
X”.j = Hom’(Z*j, II*), for any i, j EZ, (2.1) 
where Horn’ stands for Q-linear maps which are homogenous of upper degree i. 
The differential 6 : Xi,’ + Xi+ ‘,jp ’ IS defined, for h E Xi-j ( j # 0) as being equal to 
the following composition of maps, 
z"j+ 1 LzT,~Az,*XH*~H*-JLH, * (2.2) 
where d,z (z EZ,, n # 1) represents the Z, I @ A Z,-component of 
d,z l (A(Zro @ZO)),_l, p:(AZ, d,) + (H, 0) is the bdga modelling map and 
m stands for the multiplication of H. If h ~2”~~ then we define Gh:ZT -+ H*‘ifl by 
6h(z) = h(d,z), for any z EZ~ (2.3) 
(where h : Z,* -+ H*+’ acts on d,z E A Z. as its unique extension to a degree-i deriv- 
ation over p, still denoted by h : AZ0 -+ H). 
To see that (X*3*, 6) is actually a (bigraded) complex, recall the following general 
construction: given a bdga (BX, dB) one may naturally define, for any bigraded 
differential module over B, (M,*, d,), a bigraded complex of B-derivations, denoted by 
(D*g*(B, M), 6). Set D’,‘(B, M) = Derj(B, M) and for a given B-derivation f’~ De- 
rj(B, M) set Sf= d,f- (- l)‘fd, EDerj?:(B, M). For example when 
M = B = (A Zz, d1 ) this construction just gives our bigraded complex (Der,*( A Z), A). 
On the other hand, by considering H as a bigraded differential module over 
(/iZ,*, d,), via the bdga map p, it is easy to establish an isomorphism between 
(D***(AZ, H), 6) and the above (# *-* 6), by just restricting the derivations to the , 
free algebra generators. 
Proposition 2.1. We have isomorphisms Hf:(Der(AZ,*),d) = Hi3j(X*,*, 6), for any i, j. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, by considering the exact sequence of differential 
A Zf-modules 
O+K-+ AZ”H+O (2.4) 
which gives rise to a corresponding exact sequence of complexes of A Z,*-derivations. 
The associated long exact homology sequence will provide the stated conclusion 
(given our previous discussion) via the following lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.2. If B = (AZ:, d,) is a free bdga with nonnegative lower grading and 
(Kf, dK) is an acyclic B-module, then the complex of derivations (D*,* (B, K), 6) is 
acyclic. 
Proof. Given f E Der(B, K) such that d, f +fd, = 0, we have to construct 
9 ED~~(B, K) such thatf= d,g + gdB. We shall proceed inductively on Z,, starting 
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with IZ = For z we must = dKgz, knowing that dKfz = 0. This clearly 
may be done, since K is acyclic. Inductively, for z E Z,, we must solve an equation of 
the form fz = dKgz + gd,z. By acyclicity again it will be enough to check that 
d&z - gd,z) = 0, assuming d&z = fd,z. On the other hand (f- d,g)d,z = 
gdjz = 0, by induction, therefore we are done. 0 
Now we are going to consider an important special case, namely aspheric algebras 
H (defined by the conditions Z’ = 0 for any i > 1). In low dimensions this is the 
generic case, see [2]. We shall describe the associated deformation cohomology in an 
even more convenient form, in terms of the grlie Lg introduced in the previous section. 
To this end we shall construct a dual Horn-complex (ST*,*, 6) by setting 
~i,j = Homc(Hi+i, Lij+l), for any i,j EZ, (2.5) 
where H, = #H* stands for the dual coalgebra. 
Plainly there are natural vector space isomorphisms ~i,jC-‘~i”, where Xi,’ is 
given by (2.1), given by taking vector space duals of linear maps between finite- 
dimensional dual vector spaces. Moreover, it is not hard to check that, under these 
identifications, the differential 6 given by (2.2) and (2.3) corresponds to the differential 
still denoted by 6: 3E”i.j + Xi+ l,j- 1) defined forf E ~i,j (for all i, j E Z) to be equal to 
the composition 
Hi+2 &Hi+, @HI-L; j+l@ L;,-r--fL; jf2 (2.6) 
(where C denotes the Hi + 1 Q Hi-component of the diagonal of the coalgebra H, and 
m denotes the Lie multiplication). We have thus proved the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3. For an aspheric algebra one has isomorphisms Hj(Der(AZS), A)= 
Hi,j(%*,** s),for any i, j. 0 
We offer the next two results to illustrate both the use of the above complexes in 
computing deformation cohomology and especially the simplifying role of low-dimen- 
sionality assumptions concerning the structure of moduli spaces for (marked) 
homotopy types. 
If dim H < co, define cdim H = max{i 1 Hi # 0). By a c-Pda we shall mean a Poin- 
care duality algebra H with cdim H = c. In light of the discussion in the beginning of 
this section our first result says that in low dimensions the moduli space of the 
homotopy types is parameterized by the linear space H’, 1 E (see also Theorem 3.2). 
Proposition 2.4. For the deformation theory associated to a low-dimensional ulgebru, 
either with cdim I 2 or a 3-Pdu, H: 2 E vanishes. 
Proof. By definition (see (l.l)), we must see that HEj(Der(AZ,*), A) = 0 for j 2 4, 
whore (A Z$, d,) is the bigraded model of H. We are going to prove this by making use 
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of Proposition 2.1. If cdim H I 2 everything follows by just inspecting the definition 
(2.1). If H is a 3-Pda the same degree argument identifies H?j(Der(AZ,*), A) as being 
the cokernel of 6 : Horn (Zf_ 1, H’ ) @ Horn (Zf_ 1, H 3, -+ Horn (Zf , H “). Going back 
to the definitions, see (2.2) this is the same thing as the cokernel of 
6:Hom(Z,!_,, Hz) + Hom(Z,?, H3). We may now use a duality trick as in the proof 
of the previous corollary, to identify this with the cokernel of 
6:Hom(H1, L&) -+ Hom(H,, ~5j+i H ),where 6 is given by (2.6). Finally Poincare duality 
comes into play: denote by a E H3 the fundamental class and pick bases, (xi, . . . , xx} 
for Hi and {yl, . . . , y,,} for Hz, such that the corresponding dual bases of H1 and Hz 
are Poincare dual. With these choices Gfis given by af(a) = I:= 1 [fyi, Xi]. Recalling 
that L$ is a quotient of the free Lie algebra [L* (xi, . . , x,), we see that the above map 
6 is onto, ifj 2 1, and we may thus finish our proof. 0 
Consider next algebras of the form H* = H* (wedge of m circles) or H* = H* 
(closed oriented surface of genus g > 0). In both cases cdimH I 2, H is aspheric and 
the corresponding grlies are given by LG = R*(xl, . , x,), respectively LG = O_* 
(Xl,& . . . , x,, &J/ideal (Cf=I [xi, Xi]), see e.g. [2]. Our second result says that the 
associated moduli spaces are trivial and this fact will be basic for our discussion of 
moduli spaces for generic algebras in dimensions 2 and 3, see Section 4. 
Proposition 2.5. For the deformation theories associated to the above algebras H: , E 
vanishes. 
Proof. Our statement means that Hlj(Der(AZr), A) = 0 for j 2 2. We may use 
Corollary 2.3 to rephase this as the vanishing of the cokernel of 
6:Hom(H,, L&) + Hom(H,, L,‘,“), which is obvious if H* = H* (wedge of circles). 
In the remaining case we invoke again Poincare duality to compute 6f(a) = 
Cy=i [fxi, Xi] - [fxi, Xi], for anyf ~Hom(Hi, Li), where u E Hz is again the funda- 
mental class. We may conclude as before that 6 is onto ifj 2 1. 0 
The last two results of this section are related to the computation of the homology 
of the bigraded complexes introduced at the end of the previous section, in (1.6) and 
(1.7). 
Defining g”,j = Hom’(Z>f , H), for any i,j EI!, and making the obvious identifica- 
tions 2”. = {h E %‘.‘I h(Z1 j) = 0}, we obtain in fact a subcomplex (S?*,*, 6) of the 
Horn-complex, as readily follows by inspecting the definitions (2.2) and (2.3). The low- 
dimensional implications of the result below will be exploited in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Proposition 2.6. One has isomorphisms Hj(l?, A) = Hi3j(~*,*, 6) for any i, j. 
Proof. By considering the modelling map p : (A Zx, d, ) -+ (H*, 0) as a map of bi- 
graded differential modules over (A Zx , d 1 ) and (A Zi, d 1 ) as a sub-bdga of (A Zz , d 1 ), 
and then applying the naturality properties of the functor D(B, M), described before 
Proposition 2.1, we get the following commutative diagram of bigraded cochain 
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complexes with exact rows 
0 -E - D(AZ,AZ) - D(AZ1,AZ) - 0 
I_ I 
P* 
I 
PI 
0 -2f- D(AZ, H) - D(AZl,H) - 0 
The right horizontal arrows are given by the restriction of derivations and their 
kernels are readily seen to be as stated. We may conclude by looking at the associated 
long exact sequences and recalling that the arrows p* induce homology isomorphisms 
(due to the existence of the exact sequence (2.4), via the application of Lemma 2.2, as in 
the proof of Proposition 2.1). IJ 
In order to state the next result, let us recall the definition of the injinitesimal 
homotopy groups of a given algebra, denoted by z,*H, for n 2 1. As a graded vector 
space, n,* = Brn z 1 717, with 71,” = # Zi_ 1. Each rc,* is a graded module over the grlie 
rcr, all the structure being induced by the dual of the quadratic part 4 of the 
differential d1 of the bigraded model, in particular nT H = Lg, as grlie. The relevance 
for l-graded intrinsic formality in general of the next proposition and its low- 
dimensional implications will be discussed in Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 2.7. The vector spaces Hj’(E/l?) and Horn;,! i (rc2, rcl ) are isomorphic, for 
anyj 2 0 (where Horn,, j+l denotes x:-module homomorphisms which are homogenous of 
degree j + 1). 
Proof. Going back to the definitions (1.6), it is immediate to see that (E/If?)’ = 0 and 
(E/I?): is isomorphic to Hom_(j+i, (Z:, Z:). Considering f~Hom(Z’, Z’) as an 
upper degree-one derivation of AZ*, it is equally immediate to see that d (f) = 0 in 
(E/E’) if and only if [q, f] lzl = 0. Our proof ends by observing that this condition 
translates, by duality, to the requirement that #fis a rc,-module map. 0 
3. Moduli spaces for fundamental groups with fixed low-dimensional cohomology 
We shall consider here the marked moduli space offundamental groups within H, for 
a given algebra H. Any space S, marked by an algebra identification H*(S; Q) = H*, 
gives rise to a marked Malcev group, namely the Malcev completion rrl S @ Q, marked 
by the induced identification HI(n, S @ Q) = HI (the right-hand side denotes of 
course the vector space dual of the given H ‘). Two marked Malcev groups are said to 
be marked isomorphic if they are isomorphic by an isomorphism which is compatible 
with the HI-markings. Define then the marked moduli space of fundamental groups 
within H as the set of marked isomorphism classes of Malcev groups coming from 
spaces having H as cohomology algebra. 
If H is I-grintf there is an alternative convenient algebraic description of this moduli 
space, namely as R(Y)/%(l), sitting inside V(l)/%(l), as we saw in Theorem 1.3. Our 
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main results here say that in low dimensions this moduli space can be entirely 
described only in terms of the infinitesimal fundamental group 7c:H = Ls with its 
grlie structure (or equivalently the dual bdga form, that is, (AZk,d,)). 
Theorem 3.1. Let H he 1-grintf with cdim H 5 3. Then the associated marked moduli 
space for fundamental groups is V( l)/%( 1). 
Theorem 3.2. Let H be low-dimensional, either with cdim H I 2 or a 3-Pda. If 
Hom,$(7rz H, xlH) = 0 then H is 1-grintf and the associated moduli space for jiinda- 
mental groups is a quotient of l?\ 1 E(1). 
Proof. We are going to prove simultaneously both results. To any algebra H, with 
bigraded model (AZx,d,), one may associate various bdglie of derivations, as ex- 
plained in Section 1. Let us then consider the bdglie maps constructed in (1.7) and 
(1.6), namely R:i?+ +E+(l) and I:J?+ -+E+ (R = restriction, I = inclusion). The 
subscript indicates that we are restricting our attention to the sub-bdglie concentrated 
on the strictly positive lower degrees. We are thus in the framework of [17]. We may 
speak, for such a given object, say (FZ, A), of perturbations p = p1 + p2 + ... , pi E F!, 
of the variety of structure constants “Y, given by the structure equation 
[p, p] + 2dp = 0 (compare with definitions (1.1) and (1.2)), and so on, recovering our 
previously defined moduli spaces, Y/f?/ and Y(l)/@(l). It is also proved in [17] that 
a bdglie map f:(F, d) + (F’, A’) with the properties H’,f= epic and H2f= manic 
induces a surjection between the associated moduli spaces V/a ++ V’/%‘. 
We shall first verify these homological conditions for R and I, under the assump- 
tions made in Theorem 3.1, respectively Theorem 3.2. For R one has only to 
remember the exact sequence (1.7) and its long homology sequence, resorting to 
Proposition 2.6 to see that H 2 2E” = 0 as soon as cdim H < 3 (for simple degree 
reasons, due to the definition of 2). For I, use a similar argument, the desired 
vanishing condition, namely H $ (E/E) = 0, being provided by Proposition 2.7. By the 
previous discussion both R : q‘/@ + V(l)/%(l) and I: q/e ---t V/a are surjective. 
In particular Theorem 3.1 holds true (look at R). On the other hand the surjectivity 
of I is equivalent to H being 1-grintf (rephrase this last condition as 4 = V, see 
Definition 1.2, and notice that conjugation by % leaves v invariant). In particular the 
first assertion of Theorem 3.2 is valid without any additional low-dimensionality 
assumption (see also [2,1.2]). This extra hypothesis is needed to ensure that 
H: ,E(l) = 0 and thus finish the proof of Theorem 3.2 by appealing to Theorem 3.1 
(given the discussion from the beginning of Section 2). We know that H’E(1) is 
isomorphic to H2 l? (by the above argument, since H z ’ J? = 0 if cdim H 2 3) and that 
Hi 1E injects into H; 1E (due to the already seen vanishing of H \ ,(E/E)). Finally 
Proposition 2.4 provides the vanishing of Hj lE. 0 
Remarks. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are generically fulfilled ([2, Theorem 
3.1,], see also the next section). For the time being let us just indicate two simple 
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examples in cdim I 2, namely H* = H*( Vmsl) and W* = H*(S’ x (V,S’)). These 
are in fact aspheric (for the cohomology of a wedge this was already noticed before 
Proposition 2.5, the other case follows from the additive behaviour of infinitesimal 
homotopy groups with respect to tensor product of algebras). The possibility of 
linearization for the moduli spaces associated to the above algebras was first noticed 
in [lo], by ad-hoc means. Our Theorem 3.2 may be viewed as a substantial generaliz- 
ation. In the next section we shall parameterize generic moduli spaces by points of 
linear spaces which are much simpler than the above HlE(l), at the same time 
keeping available the decision algorithm 1.1. 
4. Algebras which fiber over the circle 
Our idea is to consider algebras which are fibered over the circle. Our definition is 
very simple. Throughout this section we shall fix the fibre, namely a l-2 finitely 
presented grlie L*. Being homologically fibered over the circle is the algebraic 
analogue of being topologically fibered over the circle with trivial monodromy at the 
H,((; Z)-level, at the same time the algebraic notion gives rise to a broader class of 
examples, see Example 4.3. 
Definition 4.1. An algebra H is said to be L-jibered if 
L; = L*xlL*(x,), 
as Lie algebras with additional grading. 
The following useful characterization of aspheric algebras among L-fibered ones 
shows, among other things, that under the assumption of being fibered the aspheric 
case is generic (see also Example 4.3). We will need an extra assumption on L*, namely 
that H,, .+.(L; CD) is concentrated on the diagonal (the first degree is the resolution degree 
and the second is the total degree coming from the grading of L*, as usual). 
Assume then 
Hi,j(L, Q) = 0 for i #j. (4.1) 
Proposition 4.2. Assume H,,,(L, Q) to be concentrated on the diagonal and H* to be 
L*-jibered. Then H* is aspheric if and only if it is generated as an algebra by HI, in 
degrees strictly greater than 2, and the following equality of Hilbert series holds: 
H*(z) = (1 + z) H* L(z). 
Proof. A general criterion [ 13,4.6] says that H * is aspheric if and only if H 1 generates 
H*, plus the equality of Hilbert series H*(z) = H* L&z). In our case the generation 
requirement for Hz immediately follows from the semidirect product structure of LB, 
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hence we are left with establishing the equality H * LH(z) = (1 + z) H* L(z). We may use 
the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [S] of the semi-direct product. The spectral 
sequence degenerates at the &term, due to well-known vanishing properties of free Lie 
algebra cohomology. At the Ez-term the [L*(x,)-action on H*(L, Cl) is trivial for degree 
reasons (since H***L is concentrated on the diagonal, by our assumption (4.1)). 
Therefore E, = H*[L(x,) @ H*L and the Hilbert series H*L&) is as stated. 0 
We shall impose one more condition on L*, in order to ensure that any space whose 
cohomology is L-fibered and aspheric is actually fibered over the circle (having as 
fibre the space represented by the dga dual of L*), namely 
H'*j(L,L)= 0 for anyj 2 1. (4.2) 
Example 4.3. Our main examples come from low dimensions, via the grlie algebras L* 
of Proposition 2.5. To see that they meet the requirement (4.1) just recall the 
well-known isomorphisms (see e.g. [4]) # Hi,j(L, QJ) = Hj_i(A V*, 6,), valid for any 
grlie L*, where (/1 I’+_, 6,) is a notation for the bdga of Koszul cochains on L* (with 
V concentrated in upper degree 1) which will be constantly used in this section. 
Recalling that the Lie algebras of Proposition 2.5 were infinitesimal fundamental 
groups of aspheric algebras, we see that (A V,, 6,) is the bigraded model of an 
(aspheric) algebra, therefore the vanishing of Hz(A V, 6,) for any k # 0 follows from 
the definition of a bigraded model. As far as (4.2) is concerned, there are also 
well-known isomorphisms, valid for any L*, H',j(L, L) = Hj- 'E, where E is the 
deformation bdglie of Section 1 associated to a bdga dual of L*, (AV,, 6,). Condition 
(4.2) is then verified by resorting to Proposition 2.5. 
We shall now consider separately the cases L* = IL*(xl, . . . , x,) and 
L* = [L*(xl,xl, . . . ) xg, Xg)/ ideal (1 T= 1 [Xi, Xi]) and identify (via the above criterion, 
Proposition 4.2) the L*-fibered aspheric algebras. We claim that they are precisely the 
generic examples of algebras H with cdim H I 2, dim H1 = m + 1 and dim H2 = m, 
respectively 3-Pdas H with dimH’ = 29 + 1, introduced in [a]. Before establishing 
our claim let us just mention that, in both cases, one has a neat parameterization of the 
above algebras by points of finite-dimensional vector spaces together with easily 
manageable explicit equations defining the generic algebras as Zariski open nonvoid 
subsets, see again [2]. Note also that the genericity condition expresses precisely the 
requirement for the corresponding algebra to be L-fibered [2, 4.1,]. 
By Proposition 4.2 the asphericity of H* is equivalent with the fact that its Betti 
numbers bi = dim Hi are fixed, being given by the coefficient of zi in (1 + z) H* L(z). 
(In the second case, the Poincart duality property for an aspheric L-fibered algebra 
H follows from H* = H* LH, via the spectral sequence used in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 4.2, where both base cohomology H*[L(xo) = H*S' and fibre cohomology 
H* L = H* (closed oriented surface) are Pdas). Knowing that H* L = H* (wedge of 
m circles), respectively H* L = H* (closed oriented genus g surface), by asphericity, see 
Proposition 2.5, our claim readily follows. 
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Many interesting examples may be found among classical link complements, 
respectively closed oriented 3-manifolds [2]. To a link with m + 1 components in S3 
one may associate a graph r, with vertices in l-1 correspondence with the compo- 
nents and with (unoriented) edges corresponding to pairs of components with nonzero 
linking number. Then the cohomology of the link complement is L*-fibered and 
aspheric(l* = IL*(xr, . . . , x,)) if and only if f is connected [2,4.2(i)]. For example all 
nearby links of isolated plane algebraic curve singularities are (algebraically) fibered 
and aspheric, as pointed out in [2, 4.51, while the H,-monodromy is almost never 
trivial. In the 3-manifold case (where L* = [L*(xr, X1, . . . , x9, Xg)/ ideal 
(If= 1 [Xi, Xi])) there is a similar combinatorial criterion [Z, 4.6(i)]. For example 
[2,4.7] the cohomology algebras of generic mapping tori which are not cohomologi- 
tally S’ x S2 (specifically: given by orientation-preserving homeomorphisms h of 
a closed surface, for which H1h is semisimple with nontrivial fixed points) are 
(algebraically) fibered and aspheric. 
For a given grlie L,*, define a strictly positively graded grlie 9.+ and a strictly 
positively graded 9*-module, J&‘*, by 
g3, = Der”L;, for all n 2 1, 
&‘, = Der”L/IDer” L, for n > 1, and 
&?‘r = Der’L (4.3) 
(where IDer stands for inner derivations and both the Lie bracket of 9 and the 
g-action on & are given by the commutator of derivations). We may thus speak of 
the filtered exp&module 2, as in Proposition 1.1. Assume that L* is of finite type 
and that conditions (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Our first main results read as follows. 
Theorem 4.4. The marked homotopy types of dgas (A, d) with the property that 
H*(A, d) is L-jibered and aspheric are in l-l correspondence with 2jexp 4. 
Theorem 4.5. Given two marked spaces S and S’, with the same rational cohomology 
algebra (~-~bered and aspheric), the corresponding derivations d and 8’ are equal in 
2/s,, mod exp 6 if and only if the Malcev completions, (nlSJr,, 1 nI S) @ Q and 
(% f/r,+ 1 nI S’) @ Q, are isomorphic by an isomorphism preserving the induced HI- 
markings. 
Remarks. The fact that the cohomology algebra H* = H*(S, Q) is aspheric ensures 
that x1 S 0 Q contains all the algebraic rational homotopy information concerning S. 
AS we have already mentioned, the asphericity of H also implies that the grlie 
gr*nl S 0 Q cannot be used to detect rrl S @ Q (since it depends only on H, being 
equal to LB). On the other hand Proposition 1.1 provides an efficient algorithm for 
detecting (rcr S/T. + i nl S) 0 Q, for any n, by working with the jnite-dimensional 
moduli space A/9,, mod exp @. 
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The proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 will be divided into a series of lemmas. 
Let L* be a finite type positively graded grlie, with dual bdga (AV,, 6,). Set 
Z = T @ V, with Tone-dimensional and generated by t, b*g(t) = (A), and consider 
the free bigraded algebra AZ:. Define, for any 8 EHom “(L, L), d = Ci 2 1 ai, 
di l Homh(L*, L*), an element f~ Horn <o(v*, V,), f= Ci> I fi,.fi EHom-dv*, J’*L 
byfi = # ai. Construct then D ~Der’,,(Az,*) as follows, 
Dt = 0, Dz=~3~z+tAfz, anyzEV (4.4) 
Lemma 4.6. D2 = 0 if and only if fa ED%>’ L. 
Proof. For any z E V, one may easily verify that the above definition (4.4) leads to 
D2 z = t A (fS, z - a1 fz), when considering the unique extension of f to an element 
f~ Der’(AV). Hence D2 = 0 is equivalent to [f; S,] = 0 in Der’(AV), which readily 
translates, by taking vector space duals and remembering that # 6, = Lie bracket of 
L, to the condition 8 EDer L. 0 
Define next 
W = {D EDerf,,(AZf), D = c Di, Di EDeril 
i21 
D2 = 0 and D,I, = 6,imodt A V> (4.5) 
and the unipotent group 
%={(u=1+u,+u2+ . ..(Ui EHom_i(Z,,Z,)}. (4.6) 
Notice that q naturally acts on AZ, by graded algebra automorphisms, hence 
conjugation defines an action of %! on W. 
Lemma 4.7. Assuming H,, *(L, Q) to be concentrated on the diagonal, the correspond- 
ence which associates to D E W the dga(AZ*, D) induces a bijection between W/+2 and 
the set of marked homotopy types of dgas whose cohomology is L-jibered and aspheric. 
Proof. If H*(A, d) = H* is aspheric and L-fibered, then the bigraded model of H is 
the bdga dual of Lg = L* x [L*(Q). The exact grlie sequence of the semidirect product 
dualizes to a bdga sequence (At, 0) L, (AZ, , D 1 ) &(A V,, 6,), where (AZ,, DI) is 
the bigraded model of H and p is the quotient map by the ideal generated by t. 
Consequently (according to the general theory of [9], as recollected in Section 1) the 
marked homotopy type of (A*, d) will be represented by a dga of the form (AZ,, D), 
withD=D,+Ci22 Di, Di ~Der?i, therefore will obviously correspond to a point 
DEW-. 
Conversely, to see that H*(AZ, D) is aspheric and L-fibered, for any D E W, 
consider the quadratic bdga (AZ:, DI), which fits into an exact bdga sequence 
(obtained by setting t = 0 in AZ) (At, 0) c--f (AZ;, DI) + (A Vi, 6,) by the definition 
of W. This corresponds by duality to an exact semidirect product sequence 
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L* + L* XI [L*(xO) + 1*(x0). Following the lines of proof of Proposition 4.2, exam- 
ination of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence reveals the fact that the homology 
of L*x lL*(x,,) is concentrated on the diagonal, since we know that this property 
holds for both fibre and base homology. By duality H*(/iZ:, Di) = 
Hd(nZ:, Di) = H*, therefore (AZ:, Di) is the bigraded model of H and plainly 
H will be both aspheric and L-fibered. It follows, again by the general theory of [9], 
that H*(AZ, D) = H*(AZ, DI), and we are done. 0 
Finally marked homotopy equivalence of (AZ, D) and (AZ, D’) is equivalent with 
D being conjugate to D’ by %‘, as recollected in Section 1. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume that condition (4.2) holds for L. Then the map associating to 
d ED%>0 L the point D EW/@, where D is constructed as in (4.4), is onto. 
Proof. First of all, the fact that D E W follows from Lemma 4.6, given the definition of 
D. Consider now an arbitrary D E W. Writing D Iz = D, + D,, with D,:Z + T 0 V 
and D,:Z + VA V, we see that D = D, + D, in Der$,,(nZ), D&AZ) c T@AV, 
D,(A V) c A Vand D,( T@ A V) c T @ A V. Expanding (Or + 0,)’ = 0 and identifying 
the n V-component we find out that 0,” = 0. Since moreover (Du)1 = 6,) see definition 
(4.5), we may conclude that D,I nv represents a point of the variety of structure 
constants associated to the bdga (A Vi, S,), see (1.2). The relevant deformation 
cohomology is H \ , E = H2* t ’ (L, L) ( as explained in Example 4.3) and vanishes, by 
hypothesis. As recalled at the beginning of Section 2, this implies the existence of an 
automorphismofnVoftheformu=l+u,+ . . ..suchthatuD.u-‘=G,.Setut=t 
and thus extend it to u l q and notice the decomposition uDu_’ = D’ =JI&+ dl. 
Follow then the construction (4.4) in reverse direction to get the desired 8 E Der “L, 
making use of Lemma 4.6. 0 
Going back to the definition (4.6) it is not hard to see the following. For any 
v E%(V*) = {v: v + Vlv = 1 + VI + ..‘) deg Vi = - i} one may define an element 
V E%! by just extending v (set vt = t). For any 1 E # V, such that lV, = 0 one may 
define an element re% by it = t and lz = z + (lz)t, for z E V. Conversely, any u E% 
may be written in the form U; &7, for some 1 and v as above. (Note a&o, that duality 
gives #v E%(L^*) = {a EHom ” (L, L)la = 1 + ai + ..., aiE Hom’(L, L)} and 
#1 gL>i. Notations: #I = x, #v = a.) 
Lemma 4.9. Given ~3, ~3’ E H&% “(L, L), with associated D, D’ E Der $ ,,(/iZ), 
D’ = IF ‘DC if and only $13’ = ada-’ and a is a Lie automorphism. 
Proof. The conjugation property for D and D’ is equivalent with CD’ Iv = DUl”. Going 
back to the definitions, taking separately the components in T @ V and V A V of this 
equality and dualizing, one readily obtains a’a = aa, respectively the compatibility of 
a with the Lie bracket of L. 0 
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Lemma 4.10. Given a, a’ as above D’ = i- ’ Diif and only if d - 3’ = adx. 
Proof. Starting as in the previous proof one obtains only one condition (coming from 
the T 0 I/ component) namely # 03 - # 8’ = lal, interpreting 1 as an element of 
Der -‘(A V). It is then easily seen that this equality dualizes to the one stated in 
lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 combine to provide the proof 
(with the added standard observation that the unipotent Lie automorphisms of L^* 
coincide with exp&, compatibly with the actions). 0 
For any positively graded grlie L* one has a natural grlie map r,:Der”(L) + 
Der “(L/L’“), for any n. 
Lemma 4.11. (i) ker rn = Der ‘“(L), f L* is generated by L1. 
(ii) If L* is 1-2 presented then r, is onto in degrees i < n - 1. 
Proof. Firstly Der z “(L/L’“) = 0, for degree reasons. Next, derivations are uniquely 
determined by the restriction to the Lie algebra generators, whence (i). From (ii) write 
L” = [L*(X)/ideal(im(p: Y --f L2X)). Set K’ = ker(Hom(X, [L”‘X) -+ Hom(Y, Li+2)), 
where the unlabeled arrow gives the equations describing which elements of Der’([L X) 
factor to derivations of Der’(L), and notice the existence of a natural surjection 
K’ -+ Der’(L). Consider likewise Ki = ker(Hom(X, ki”X) --f Hom(Y, (L/L’“)i+2) 
and the natural surjection K,!, -+ Der’(L/L’“). These surjections fit into a com- 
mutative square together with r, and the inclusion K’ c Ki given by the compatibility 
of the equations for L and L/L’” with the projection L + L/L’“. If i < n - 1 then 
K’ = KA and our claim follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Note first the fact that the above r, induces r,: j/exp& -+ 
2 [n]/exp &[n], where the right-hand moduli space is constructed out of the quotient 
grlie L/L’“. Writing down explicitely the definitions, one easily infers (with the aid of 
the above lemma) that a’ E aini/Fn modexpg if and only if r,a’ = r,d in 
A! [n]/expG[n]. One may also construct W[n]/%[ n as in (4.5)-(4.6) starting from ] 
L/L’” (replace Z by Z,,) and the map ~?[n]/exp&[n] -+ W[n]/Q[n], by (4.4) as 
before, noting that k/exp& --f w/e and ~@[n]/exp&[n] --) W[n]/%?[n] are com- 
patible with the obvious restriction maps. The injectivity of ~?[n]/ 
exp 6[n] + W[n]/%[n] holds true (Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10), therefore d’ = d in 
&?/Fn mod exp $ if and only if r, D’ = r, D in w [n]/& [n]. On the other hand S and S’ 
share the same (aspheric and L-fibered) cohomology and (as we say in the proof of 
Lemma 4.7) are represented by the dgas (AZ;, D) and (AZ:, D’), with D and D’ 
belonging to the moduli space V/a constructed out of a certain bigraded model 
(AZ:, Dl) as in Section 1. Our claim then follows by applying Theorem 1.3, with the 
observation that R,_ 1 D = R,_ 1 D’ in V”_ 1 (l)/Qn- r(1) if and only if r,D = r,D’ in 
~Cnll~!nl. 0 
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Let L* be as in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5. Let H be L-fibered and aspheric, with 
semidirect product representation Lg = L* x lL*(xO). At the end of this section we are 
going to answer the question: given a dga (A *, d), marked by an algebra isomorphism 
H*(A, d) = H*, how to actually construct the corresponding point 3, in 
i/F, modulo exp &? One has to look simultaneously for a,, = 8, + ... + a,_ 1, 
i3i E Der’L, and, for an (order n) connection form Q s n = o1 + ... + w”, o1 E A’ @ L’, 
and a closed form w. EAT, subject to the initial conditions 
di = adxo and 
the homology classes of co0 and w1 give the marking of H’ A 
(the second condition means, after a choice of basis of L’, say {x1, . . . , IX,}, that 
o1 =Cy=‘=,wi@xi, with doi= and {[Us], . . . ,[w,,,]} is a basis of H’A = H’, 
which is dual to the basis {x0, x1, . , x,} of Lk = H,) and satisfying the (order n) 
integrability equation 
dQ,, - ~[~~n,SZ~n]-OOAa<,52~.-OmodA20L’n (4.8), 
(where d = d @ 1, d = 1 @ d, and [yl 0 b, n’ 0 b’] = n A n’ 0 [b, b’], y A (y’ 0 c) = 
(r] A y’) 0 c, for any q, y’ E A and b, b’, c EL). 
Theorem 4.12. If a,, admits a connection form 12 S ,, and a closed l-form w,, such that 
the initial conditions (4.7) and the order n integrability equation (4.8), are satisfied, then 
a <II represents a, in i/F,, mod exp g-. 
Proof. As already pointed out, the bigraded model of H is the bdga dual of Lg, 
denoted by (AZ,, Dl). Knowing that D1 : Z -+ Z A Z is dual to the Lie bracket of 
Ln it is immediate to see that D, is of the form (4.4) with #f= adx,, therefore 
d, = adx,. Consider now the bdga (AZ,,, 01) and look for all data described in the 
basic theorem of [9] quoted in Section 1, replacing Z, by Z,, and also strengthening 
(1.2) by the requirement that p(V) c T @ V. Setting p = T @ f and ai = #A, condi- 
tions (1.2) reduce to a,, = d, + ... + a,,_ 1, di ~Der’ (by Lemma 4.6). The graded 
algebra maps p:(/1Z’,,, Di + p) -+ (A*, d) correspond to connection forms 
52,, EA’@(L/L’“) plus elements w0 = p)teAl, while the commutation condition 
with the differentials translates to 
dw, = 0 and 
da,, - f[Q<.,Q..] - o0 A i&$2,, = 0 in A2 @(L/L’“). 
(4.9)n 
Finally note that w1 = COi @ xi, with Oi = ~xT (hence dwi = 0) and the compatibil- 
ity of q with markings is expressed by the second initial condition (4.7). 0 
It is now plain that (4.7) and (4.8), restrict to L/L’” to give all the required 
conditions, therefore (see [9]) the dual data defined by r,,a,,, r,,Q S n and wo. namely 
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p and v, on AZ,,, extend to AZ, (possibly without the additional requirement 
p( I’) c TO V). Thus the marked homotopy type of (A*, d) is represented by 
(/t Z,, D1 + p). Setting D = D1 + pfle know by Lemma 4.8 that D = D/mod%, 
with D’ associated to some a’ ~Der” L, which represents a, in J/exp&, by 
Theorem 4.4. 
Consider now the injective map i[n]/exp@n] -+ W[n]/%[n] constructed by (4.4) 
applied to L/L’” (cf. Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10). It sends r,,acn to DIz,, and r,& to D’Iz<, 
(by construction), which are known to be conjugate mod@[n]. We infer that 
r,a = r, d’ mod exp 9 [n] or equivalent 2 <n = <” - a’ in 219” mod exp 2% (see the proof 
of Theorem 4.5) as claimed. 
Remarks. It is worth mentioning that the equation (4.8), always has solutions, with 
the initial conditions (4.7). This may be seen as follows: the general theory gives 
a dga(nZt, D’), with D’ = D, + p’, together with a marked dga map 
#:(nZi, D’) + (A*, d). At the same time Lemma 4.8 provides a = a, + d, + ... 
giving rise to a dga(nZi, D), with D = D, + p and p(V) c T@ V, together with an 
unipotent dga isomorphism u:(nZk, D) -+ (AZ:, D’). The marked dga map $u will 
thenprovideooand52=w1+m2+ .... The initial conditions are obviously satis- 
fied, as well as the equation dQ - f [Q Q] - o. A a!2 = 0, whence (4.8), for any n, by 
truncating. Our conditions (4.7) and (4.8) are reminiscent of Chen’s formal power 
series connections [3]. They are however both different and much simpler. For 
instance one may work only with the truncation AJA’2 when solving (4.8) with initial 
terms (4.7). 
5. Generic links 
Generic links of m + 1 circles correspond in our scheme to the Lie algebra 
L* = il*(x,, . . . ) x,). For this particular Lie algebra, there is a simple inductive 
procedure of solving (4.8),. In order to describe it we begin by making some general 
observations, valid for any Lie algebra L* which meets the requirements of Theorems 
4.4 and 4.5. 
Assume thus that we have succeeded to solve (4.8), with initial conditions (4.7). 
Denote by K”+i the A2 @ L”+l -component of the left hand side of (4.8),. We are 
looking for a,, l Der”L and o”+l E A’ @ L”+’ with the property that a< n = d,, + d, 
and Q <n+1= a<, + UYtl satisfy the integrability equation (4.8),+ 1. 
Lemma 5.1. (i) dK”+’ = 0 
(ii) The equality (4.8), + 1 holds if and only if 
K n+l = 00 A ano1 - dw”+‘. (5.1) 
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Proof. Using the inductive assumption we may derive (i) by showing that d of the 
left-hand side of (4.8), is zero, modulo A2 @ L’“+l. 
d(dQ.. - 4(SZn, Q.“l - 00 * d<“-Q<“) 
= - CdQ,,, Q,,l + 00 A d<,dQ.. 
= - c3cfi,,, Q,,l + 00 A a<nQ<n, ~,,I 
+ WI A a<,M-fi ~“tQ~.l+ 00 * ~<,a,,) 
= - %I A [a<nQ<n, .Q.“l+ 00 A (C~<.Q<.,~..l+ wo A 6s.J = 0. 
As far as (ii) is concerned an easy degree bookkeeping identifies the left-hand side of 
(4.8), + 1 to be equal to (d.Q,, - &[Q<,, .QSn] - o. A 8,.52..) + (doPi - 
coo A dnwl), modulo A2 0 L’“+l, hence we are done, by induction. 0 
The case L* = [L*(xl, . . . , x,) has two special features. Firstly the cohomology 
classes of o. A ol, . . . , coo A co,,, give a basis of H2(A, d), for any dga (A*, d) whose 
cohomology H* is L-fibered and aspheric. Indeed, examination of the (degenerate) 
spectral sequence of the semidirect product L, = LxlIL(xo) - see Proposition 4.2 
- reveals that in general H2 maps onto H’L and the classes of 
wg A 01, . . . ) 00 A Co, give a basis of the kernel (taking into account also the 
marking condition (4.7)). Secondly 3, may be constructed by arbitrarily prescribing its 
values on generators, that is, anxi E [L”+i(xl, . . . , x,), for i = 1, . . . , m. 
Corollary 5.2. Fix a basis { xh) oflL”+ ‘(xl, . . . , x,) and write K”+ ’ = Ch K, @ x,,, then 
solve, for any h, the equation 
m 
K,= 2 c;wo r\oi-do_+,. 
i=l 
Then 
(5.2) 
anxi=~c~xL, i= 1, . . . . m and w”+~=~o,,@x,,. 
h h 
Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 5.1(l), given the above remarks. 0 
Consider a link of m + 1 circles in S3 (numbered and oriented), 
C = C,IIC,II ... IIC,, with linking numbers lij = lk(Ci, Cj), and set S = S3\C. Use 
the linking numbers to define the link-algebra H*, as follows: additively, H’ = vector 
space with basis {eo, . . . , e,}, H2 = .4’H’ modulo the relations ei A ej + ej A ek 
= ei A ek,and H’2 = 0; the multiplication table is given by eiej = class of lijei A ej in 
Hz. Of course H* = H*S, as graded algebras. Here is a convenient geometric way of 
constructing a distinguished marking. Pick a Seifert system (collection {ao, . , CT,} of 
compact connected oriented surfaces with boundary which are immersed with normal 
crossings and span C, that is dgi = Ci) and an arc system (collection {uij}o il,,sm of 
embedded oriented arcs aij with the origin on Ci and the end on Cj) - see e.g. [7]. 
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Denoting, for any subset M of S3, M/C by G, one has a natural marking of H*S, 
obtained by taking cohomology classes which are dual to submanifolds: it associates 
[pi]* to ei and [gij]* to the class of ei A ej in Hz (we shall thus use [~oi]*, 
i = 1, . . . , m, as a distinguished basis for H*S, and the dual basis {yi} for H2S). It is 
now plain that link isotopy will not affect the marked homotopy type of the comp- 
lement, therefore our method provides isotopy (and in fact concordance) invariants, if 
numbering and orientations are taken into account. 
Remember that H* is L-fibered and aspheric if and only if the associated graph r is 
connected, as pointed out in Example 4.3. Assume from now on that loi = 1, 
i = 1, . . . ) m. This condition is stronger than the connectedness of r. It implies for 
example that the integral grlie gr*ni S cannot be used for detecting the homotopy type 
of the link complement (Cl], [ll], see also [13, 6.21). On the other hand it is a nice 
source of examples for the usefulness of our finer invariants, since it makes very 
transparent the fibered structure. To see this, notice that the grlie Lp of an arbitrary 
link-algebra H has generators x0, xi, . , x, and relations Cy=, ljj [Xi, Xi] = 0, 
i = 1, . . . , m [13, Section 61, which in our case reduce to [x0, xi] = Cy= 1 lij [xi, xj], 
i = 1, . . . , m. This gives both the fibered structure and the formula for di, 
a,Xi = ~ lij[Xi, Xj], i=l , . . . ,m. (5.3) 
j=l 
We are now going to derive an explicit geometric formula for a2. 
In order to be able to use Corollary 5.2 we need to complete d, to a second order 
integrable connection on the de Rham algebra of S, as in (4.7) and (4.Q. Start with 
a Seifert system {go, fli, , o,} and set Oi = Thorn class of Zi, i = 0, . . . , m. The 
initial conditions (4.7) are obviously satisfied. We look next for w* = C 1 ~ i (, ~ m Wij 
@ [Xi, Xj], which must satisfy (4.8),, i.e. 
C doij 0 [Xi, Xj] = C CO, A COj 0 [Xi, Xj] + Clij WO A mi 0 [Xi, Xjl (5.4) 
i<j i<j i,j 
Solving the above amounts to solving the following 
lli<jlm, 
geometric equations, for any 
aaij E (Ti n dj + lijO0 n (ai - aj) modulo C, (5.4’) 
i.e. looking for oij, an integral geometric 2-chain consisting of compact connected 
oriented surfaces with boundary, whose boundary equals, modulo arcs lying on C, the 
integral combination of arcs of the right-hand side (see [7, 141). Note that Wij will be 
supported near ~ij and will give a Thorn class of int (~ij). Assuming oi n Oj n c~k = 0, 
for any distinct indices 0 I i, j, k I m, we may state the following 
Proposition 5.3. With the above assumption one has, for p = 1, . , m, 
a*%= 1 ( [iIlt(Cjk) n f?i + lj, do n (int(e:ik) 
lsism l<,<k<m 
- int(cij))l*, Yp)[Xi, Cxj, Xkll- 
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Proof. By checking degrees and doing a straightforward computation with the 
extension of (5.3) to a derivation d, E Der’ L, one finds out that 
K3 = - [o’, w2]- wg A alo2 
= C 1 A wi + ljkwO * (Oik - wij)) Cxi, Cxj, xkll . 
i j<k 
Noting that { [wO A oil} and {yi} are dual bases, by construction, we may invoke 
Corollary 5.2 and finish the proof by showing that 
(ajk A Wi + Ijk Wo A (mik - Wij)] = [int (6jk) n pi + /jk 60 CT (int(gik) - illt(Cij))] * 
in H’S, for any i and j < k. Remember that we are given an (m + 1)-component link, 
together with a Seifert system with void triple intersections and we have chosen Oi = a 
Thorn class of 6’i, i = 0, 1, . . . , m. Any equation with integer coefficients of the form 
dw= 1 nijoi A Oj 
ISl<,<rn 
(e.g. those arising from (5.4)) may be geometrically solved by finding a suitable integral 
combination G of compact oriented surfaces such that 
8~ = 1 Uijai n Oj, modulo C 
i<j 
(as in (5.4)‘) and then constructing the required solution o, with the additional 
properties of being supported near r~ and restricting to a Thorn class near int(6). Our 
assumption on triple intersections implies then that d(Ok A w) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . , m, by 
a support argument. The final step of the proof will be accomplished by establishing 
the following slightly more general claim. 
Claim. [ok A o] = [ck n int(c)] *, k = 0, 1, . . , m. 
This in turn may be easily seen by setting cr(r) = gk, c(Z) = 1 j z kakj~.j, then writing 
the boundary of 6 in the form 85 = /XIa, where /I collects the terms coming from 
ok n I (i # k) and CI collects those given by fli n “rj (i,j # k). We just have to notice that 
[wk A o] = 0 near 5.k n 36. The contribution of a is trivial, since ck n CI = f$, again by 
our hypothesis on triple intersections. Near fi = 6(r) n Ok,), do = wC1) A wczj, where 
W(I) = ok and 0~2) = xk +j kJ J a .a~. are Thorn classes for c(r) and G(~), therefore an easy 
local argument shows that the class of o(r) A o is zero (as in [14, 4.21). 0 
Example 5.4. Consider the Mickey Mouse link in Fig. 1. For this simple example 
(with loI = lo2 = 1 and 112 = 0) one may easily compute the whole Lie series expres- 
sion, namely a = 0. Set Q = or. The initial conditions (4.7) are immediately checked 
with formula (4.3). Finally dQ - i[sZ, Sz] - COO A dQ = - 131 A C.92 @ [Xl, X2] = 0. 
The next example (see Fig. 2), based on the Whitehead link, has the same linking 
numbers hence again dr = 0. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
We are going to distinguish the above two links, at the level of Malcev completions 
of their fundamental groups modulo length-5 commutators, by computing a3 and 
seeing that it is nonzero (Theorem 4.5). 
It is convenient to use a 2-disk with double points on I as Seifert surface for Cr. 
There is only one equation (5.4)‘, name &rrz = cri n CJ~. We may take 012 = upper half 
of r~r and then use the intersectional formula of Proposition 5.3 to get a2 = 0 (since 
plainly [f]* = 0 in H2S). We need as. We already know Q2, 3 = co1 + co2 + co3, 
where w1 = or 0 x1 + o2 0 x2, w2 = o12 0 [x,, x2], co3 = co1r2 0 [x1, [xi, x2]] 
+ a2i2 0 [x2, Cxr, x211 which satisfy dor, = or A w2, do,,, = w1 A or2, 
do 212 = co2 A o12 (see Corollary 5.2). We may easily compute 
- K4 = 01 A ~112 0 [XI, Cx,, [XI, ~~111 + 02 A 0212 0 [x2> [x2> [XI> x2111 
+ (Wl A 02.12 + 02 A WI21 0 [Xl, [x2, [Xl, X2111~ 
Passing to homology classes, [K”] = ([Eel]* - [k,,]*) 0 [xl, [x2, [xl, x2]]] 
(compare with [14, 4.41). Appealing to Corollary 5.2(2) again we find out that 
d3xl = Lx19 cx2, Lx,, x2111> d3X2 = - [xl, [x2, [xl, x2]11> 
in particular, a3 # 0. 
Note that we needed to check the inequivalence of the above two links at the 
xl/Ts xl-level, in [14, 4.51, by means of a nongeneric method requiring a nontrivial 
l.l-type test for which J%? = 9 = Der” (free Lie algebra on five generators)! 
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